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Senior DevOps Engineer 1230

Employment Type
Direct Hire

Description
Not your typical Sr. DevOps Engineer role (one who started in networking or
systems and progressed to a DevOps Engineer). We have the infrastructure side
covered, but are looking for someone with a Development background (preferably
Java but not limited to Java, candidates must have more experience than .Net
development experience as the skills do not translate well in our environment).
Candidates will need to have excellent communication skills and comfortable with
holding meetings with up to 30 developers at a time and also communicate with
all levels in various departments and Management.

Job Location
Southfield, MI

Date posted
01/02/2020

Responsibilities
Outcomes & Activities:
Accelerate IT efforts by supporting the tools to automate manual
processes
Decrease demand for night-time IT work by ensuring our automated
processes are fault tolerant.
Configure and extend our tools to satisfy the needs of all users
(application delivery, middleware, database administration, etc.)
Integrate our tools with others (like Jira) to ensure easy visibility into the
location of our code
Help troubleshoot problems to deployments that teams have made using
our toolset
Handle many ongoing conversations originating from a variety of mediums
Keep the solution up to date and train users on upcoming features
Provide a positive experience to every client in every interaction Remain
compliant with our policies, processes and legal guidelines

Qualifications
Requirements:
Excellent communication skills is a must. The person in this role will lead
meetings with stakeholders and various departments within IT
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Technology or closely-related field of
study or equivalent experience
3+ years of IT experience
3+ years of software development or scripting experience (Java, C#,
Python, Bash, PowerShell, etc.)
Experience managing build and continuous integration tools (Jenkins,
Hudson, TFS Team Builds, etc.)
Experience managing release or continuous delivery tools (Jenkins Blue
Ocean, Bitbucket Pipelines, TFS Release Manager, etc.)
Experience with application server technologies (Tomcat, WebLogic,
JBoss, WebSphere, Glassfish, Oracle Application Server)
Able to participate in a 24 hour, year-round on-call rotation
Attendance as outlined in the department attendance policy
Work onsite at the assigned location
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